
 

Designing complex structures beyond the
capabilities of conventional lithography
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Gold nanoparticles smaller than 10 nanometers spontaneously self-
organize in entirely new ways when trapped inside channel-like
templates. A new study shows that this feature could facilitate easier
nanoscale manufacturing of biosensors and plasmonic devices with
intricate, high-density surface structures.
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Generating surface patterns at scales of 10 nanometers and below is
difficult with current technology. An international team, led by Joel
Yang from the A*STAR Institute of Materials Research and Engineering
in Singapore, is helping to circumvent this limitation using a technique
known as 'directed self-assembly of nanoparticles' (DSA-n).

This approach takes spherical nanoparticles that spontaneously organize
into ordered, two-dimensional films when inserted into lithographically
defined templates. The templates impose geometric constraints that
force the films to organize into specific nanoscale patterns.

Most patterns produced by DSA-n, however, are simple periodic
arrangements. To broaden this technique's capabilities, researchers are
exploring 'structure transitions' that occur when template constraints
become comparable to the size of the nanoparticles. At these
dimensions, the small spheres can dislocate from typical periodic
positions and reorient into unpredictable new geometries.

Previous studies have used real-time video microscopy to capture
structure transitions in microscale colloids, but direct imaging of
sub-10-nanometer particles is nearly impossible. "That's where we came
up with the idea of using templates based on channels with gradually
varying widths," says co-author Mohamed Asbahi. "With this system, we
can track the self-assembly of the nanoparticles according to the space
accessible to them."

Using electron-beam lithography techniques, the team carved out an
array of inward tapering trenches designed to fit 1 to 3 rows of gold
nanoparticles. After depositing a monolayer of 8-nanometer particles in
the template, they used scanning electron microscopy to identify any
emergent width-dependent patterns. Between periodically ordered rows,
the researchers saw clear evidence of transition state zones—regions
where the tiny spheres buckle out of alignment and gradually take on
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new, triangular packing patterns.

After analyzing the transition states with computational Monte Carlo
simulations, Yang and co-workers identified several dominant recurrent
patterns with different geometries from typical DSA-n depositions.
Because the conditions needed to generate these patterns can be
predicted mathematically, the team is confident these findings can have
practical surface engineering applications.

"The success of DSA-n depends on the positioning accuracy of the
particles," says Yang. "By exploiting the rich set of structural geometries
that exist between ordered states, we can design templates that guide
particles into complex periodic and nonperiodic structures."
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